Angioedema and Pharyngeal Pain: Unusual Presentation of Internal Carotid Dissection
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Introduction

Cervical artery dissections are the most common cause for nonatherosclerotic vasculopathies in young adults who present with stroke.1 They occur most often between the ages of 35 and 50 years with a peak in the fifth decade of life.2,3 Community-based studies have shown the annual incidence in the United States to range from 2.5-3.0 per 100,000.4 The importance of recognizing presentations of carotid artery dissections help to identify and treat patients. Common signs include unilateral head, face, or neck pain with Horner’s syndrome, cranial nerve palsies, or pulsatile tinnitus. These may be preceded by minor trauma that is noted upon further history. Here we impart an unusual presentation of internal carotid artery (ICA) dissection mimicking angioedema with unilateral tongue swelling and associated pharyngeal pain.

Case Report

A 29-year-old gentleman with no significant past medical history had presented to the emergency room (ED) for evaluation after 1 week of symptoms. These first manifested after a strenuous game of basketball and included headache, right-sided neck pain, and sore throat that did not respond to Tylenol or a 4 day treatment of penicillin for a presumptive diagnosis of strep throat at an outside ED. In addition, he had also presented with facial weakness that was diagnosed as Bell’s palsy and treated with oral steroids. He soon sought a second visit to the ED due to poor alleviation of his headache and right-sided neck pain and was noted to have anisocoria, which prompted a neurology consultation. He denied any falls or obvious injuries during the basketball game. On physical exam, he was noted to have cranial nerve deficits consisting of right pupil miosis, ptosis, right lip droop (remainder of the facial muscles without weakness), and right sided tongue swelling with deviation (Figure 1). The remainder of his exam including motor and sensory functions was normal. Subsequent imaging studies of computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of his head and neck vessels revealed tongue asymmetry and narrowed true lumen of the right internal carotid artery (ICA) beginning at the lower one third and extending to the
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Figure 1 (left): Angioedema of the tongue on the right at presentation.
Figure 2 (right): Right tongue asymmetry seen on MRI.

Figure 3 (left): MRA of right ICA dissection.
Figure 4 (right): Angiogram AP view of right ICA dissection with pseudoaneurysm (arrow)
skull base with noted outpouching of 3 mm x 7 mm (Figures 2 and 3). This was confirmed through 4 vessel angiography, and findings were consistent with ICA dissection with associated pseudoaneurysm formation (Figure 4).

Discussion

The early identification of ICA dissections is important in preventing further extension through activities such as chiropractic manipulation for neck pain. In addition, anterior circulation ICA dissections can often manifest as cerebral ischemia further underscoring the importance of early diagnosis. Dissections can have intracranial or extracranial involvement with intracranial dissections having more severe symptoms and a less favorable prognosis. Although they can present at all ages, they are commonly noted between the ages of 35 and 50 with peak incidence in the fifth decade without a gender predilection. The causes for ICA dissection in most cases are unclear and can range from extrinsic etiologies such as chiropractic manipulation, trauma, or hypertension to intrinsic causes including fibromuscular dysplasia, Marfan syndrome, cystic medial necrosis, type IV Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome, and elevated homocysteine levels. Infections have also been found to be a potential risk factor, but when adjusted for mechanical stress associated with coughing, sneezing, or vomiting, the decreased odds ratio (1.60, 95% CI 0.67 to 3.80) suggests only a weak association. Our patient did not have any of these risk factors after extensive evaluation, and the only attributable risk factor that was noted was the vigorous basketball game one week prior to his presentation.

Clinical presentations of ICA dissection can vary greatly based on the segment involved. The patient's initial symptoms resulted in a misdiagnosis of strep throat due to complaints of sore throat and tongue swelling with right ear pain. Initial presentation of a dissection with angioedema of the tongue has only been mentioned in one prior case report based on our MEDLINE literature search. The case identified a unique initial presentation of apparent tongue swelling mimicking angioedema in a patient with spontaneous ICA dissection with deviation of the tongue to the side of the dissection. However, our patient had further presenting symptoms noted at the second emergency department visit, including Horner’s syndrome, headache, and neck pain that better reflect the usual presentation of a patient with ICA dissection. Other commonly presenting symptoms include scalp tenderness, amaurosis fugax, cranial nerve (CN) palsies, cerebral infarction, and tinnitus. CN palsies are usually associated with ipsilateral extracranial internal carotid dissections and have been found to occur in 12% of patients. If CN IX to XII are involved, then the syndrome is referred to as Collet-Sicard and has been reported with involvement by metastatic cancer. In our case, the likely CN involved was the hypoglossal nerve resulting in ipsilateral deviation of the tongue.

Radiological confirmation to ascertain the etiology of the symptoms was obtained with CT angiography (CTA), MR angiography (MRA), and cerebral angiography. MRA can have up to 95% sensitivity and 99% specificity, but a recent review concluded that there are few recent MRA studies and that newer techniques and resolution for MRA and CTA may increase their sensitivity and specificity. Thus a high clinical index of suspicion along with the appropriate radiological exams can help make the appropriate diagnosis.

Patients found to have extracranial carotid dissections have a prognosis related to whether they develop symptoms of an is-
Figure 5: Three month followup of angioedema.

Figure 6: One year follow-up of right carotid artery showing resolving dissection.
chemic stroke. This is related to the severity of the initial ischemic insult and the extent of collateral circulation. Approximately 90 percent of stenoses eventually resolve and two thirds of occlusions are recanalized, usually within the first two to three months, and are rarely seen after six months. For those who undergo treatment for unstable lesions or have further strokes, endovascular stenting has been shown to have a technical success rate of 99% and a procedural complication rate of 1.3%.

However, most dissections of the carotid and vertebral arteries heal spontaneously. Thus, therapy is tailored for prevention of thromboembolic complications, and patients respond well to antithrombotic therapies including aspirin and Coumadin. A Cochrane Database systematic review that considered the studies regarding treatment of carotid artery dissection with antithrombotic drugs concluded that more research was needed but that aspirin is likely to be effective and is probably safer than anticoagulants in such patients. However, for patients with brain ischemic symptoms, severe narrowing of the arterial lumen, and in those with unstable plaques, heparin drip followed by Coumadin for at least 3 months has been advocated with transition to long-term antiplatelet therapy after 6 months. Continuation of these agents is then determined by the followup imaging performed at 3 months, and with continuation of treatment and repeat imaging at 6 months if there are further signs of ongoing dissection.

Conclusion

ICA dissection can result in an initial presentation of angioedema with involvement of the hypoglossal nerve that if misdiagnosed allows time for further extension of the dissection and results in further neurological deficits. In our patient, this was seen with the initial diagnosis of strep throat that did not resolve with penicillin, and at subsequent presentation, the patient had progressed to developing Horner’s syndrome along with...
the associated headache and neck pain. After confirmatory testing, he was treated with aspirin with resolution of his symptoms and healing of the dissection at his final one year follow-up (Figures 5 and 6). His course did not have any complications that required consideration of more aggressive treatment and management (Figure 7).
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